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According to Grandolini / Cooper / Troung, Cambodia, part 1, p.13, only one T-37B was operational in 1970.

Khmer Air Force T-37Bs “00148” and “00159” at Pochentong in January 1971
(detail of photo no. 1-CA2-2-PB60 at UTD/Abadie/B2F1)

T-37B  “00148”  40636  1962/3  ex 60-0148


Fate: believed not operational in 1970; a photo of the aircraft, still in ARK markings, cannibalised at Pochentong Airbase can be seen at Conboy / Bowra, The war in Cambodia, p. 9.

T-37B “00149” plus other aircraft at the scrap yard at Pochentong Air Base in 1971/2
(with kind permission from Ward S. Reimer)
Khmer Air Force T-37Bs “00149” and “00150” at Pochentong in January 1971
(detail of photo no. 1-CA2-2-PB68 at UTD/Abadie/B2F1)

T-37B  “00150”  40638    1962/3  ex 60-0150

**Service history:** coded “TE-150”, sitting at Pochentong airport in January 71 still in Royal Cambodian Air Force colors (see photo no. 1-CA2-2-PB68 preserved at UTD/Abadie/B2F1); mentioned in Ian Carroll, *World Air Forces Directory 1998/9*, p. 187. **Fate:** believed not operational in 1970.

T-37B  “00159”  40647    1962  ex 60-0159

**Service history:** coded “TE-159”, sitting at Pochentong airport in January 71 still in Royal Cambodian Air Force colors (see photo no. 1-CA2-2-PB60 preserved at UTD/Abadie/B2F1); mentioned in Ian Carroll, *World Air Forces Directory 1998/9*, p. 187, as surviving until 1973. **Fate:** ?

No T-37B survived until 18 April 75, when the Khmer Rouge took over the government of Cambodia.
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